To give you a better idea of what I am looking for from your homework, I have put together this quick guide.

For every question you answer, please provide the question above your answer. Example:

#1 What can satellite imagery tell us about the world?

Answer...........

**Point Values**

Each short essay question is worth **5 points**. In addition, each map exercise and video/current event query is worth **5 points/item**.

**Short Answer Questions Grading**

When I am grading the essay questions here is the general guide to what I am looking for and the grade I assign.

- **5 pts** - question is fully answered in depth and related by example to the material from the shows and text and outside examples (equivalent to an A answer)
- **4 pts** - well answered question that might lack some depth or examples (equivalent to a B answer)
- **3 pts** - question not fully answered and examples lacking (equivalent to a C answer)
- **2 pts** - not fully answered and some information wrong (equivalent to a D answer)
- **1 pt** - poorly answered question with most of the information incorrect (equivalent to an F answer)
- **0 pts** - no answer (equivalent to an F answer)